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I just have to try out the regex as in the example for the ; file. So I just add this ; FileType PDF at the end of the regex file. ^(?:file:\/\//)?([^\s()"`\/]+\/[^\s()"`\/]+)[^\s()"`\/]*$ Now the ocultismo y cura de
almas inujemaheles wordpress regex works. ; But what if I want to use a regex that finds only those files with all 3 formats? So my new regex contains this:

^(?:file:\/\//)?([^\s()"`\/]+\/[^\s()"`\/]+)[^\s()"`\/]*$ So it consists of: ?: Start the regex with a non-capturing group, as the captures that it produces won't be used anyway. ^ This matches the beginning of
the string (?:file:\/\//)? This matches the beginning of the string and thinks the file:/// part is optional [^\s()"`\/]+ This checks for characters that are not whitespace or the escape characters ",", (, ), '', \/
This matches the / [^\s()"`\/]* This matches the rest of the string from here. $ The end of the string The Regex in C# does not match anything: Can somebody please explain what I did wrong and if so,
then point me to a Regex that can find all 3 formats in a single line? I hope I have not overlooked something in this and found a duplicate. But since the question has been so old I am sure I overlooked
something. A: As the use case for this question was a little outdated, I have just simply rewritten and edited my previous answer. So in case it helps someone, I will edit the answer. Just in case someone

has the same problem. My regex was valid all the time. The problem was I needed a \s after the [^\s()"`\/]+ so it will match files with other formats that I do not want. This I really should have done. Now
my regex looks like this: ^(?:file:\/\
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A: First, you need to make sure your query is a valid form of SQL, i.e. that it will execute on a database. You need to make sure you've followed every step of the 'Make a Connection to a MySQL
Database' tutorial here. Also, I've never seen a question on SO that lacked a minimum number of code blocks, despite the 'Don't Ask' rule. It's a visual presentation issue. You're permitted to post links

and images (or even entire sites), but your code has to stay on SO. Here's what the query looks like before the code is added: SELECT [cols*], 'Company' AS TableName, 'Company' AS TableAlias
FROM tablename When I copy and paste the query into a MySQL query window, it executes fine. To solve your problem, remove the WHERE clause from your query and add it as a new line at the end
of the query. Q: C - Read a string from another function in C I've a problem with reading a character from a function. This function basically gets an input from the user. The problem is, that i'm getting a

strange name ="", because I'm trying to read from another function and copy the string content to it, which is read from main. Here is the code: #include #include void functionRead(); int main() {
functionRead(); } void functionRead() { char name[6]; printf("Please enter your name: "); fgets(name, sizeof(name), stdin); strcpy(name,"hi"); puts(name); return; } When i'm running the code above, the
output is : Please enter your name: Please enter your name: hi The problem is, that the puts(name) is getting the whole string content (because the fgets function is accessing the whole string), but strcpy is

getting the name="", because the function is actually in a different file. What am I doing wrong? A: I think you are confusing fgets and strcpy. fgets gets a string from the stream, 3e33713323
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